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Abstract: In this paper, we present a qualitative
spatial model that is particularly suitable for
situation analysis and information fusion. Situation
analysis is a process that leads to situation
awareness. Information fusion is an  important aspect
of situation analysis. Many studies have shown that,
in order to support a commanding officer in gaining
and maintaining situation awareness, a situation
analysis support system must ensure a cognitive fit
between the officer's mental approach and the
system's interactions and processing. Spatial
reasoning is one of the main mental processes that
the commanding officer performs to analyze a
situation. It allows for the evaluation of many key
information elements that are required for situation
assessment such as the location, disposition,
arrangement, distance, etc., of objects.
In practical situations, commanding officers mainly
use qualitative spatial reasoning. Therefore, a
qualitative spatial model seems to be highly suitable
to ensure a cognitive fit with the mental spatial model
of officers. This paper presents such a model,
elaborated at Defence Research Establishment
Valcartier (DREV), that is inspired from the human
spatial reasoning approach and that it is particularly
appropriate for the situation analysis process. It is
based on the concept of the influence area, which is a
portion of space that people build around objects in
order to contextually reason about space, evaluate
metric measures, qualify positions and distances, etc.
We use the concept of influence area to formally
define major spatial relations such as neighborhood,
distance and orientation, that are necessary to
elaborate a spatial model. The paper shows why and
how our model is well appropriate to perform the
situation analysis process with regard to the cognitive
fit constraint. Finally, we describe other military
applications that could also benefit from such a
model.

1. Introduction
This work takes place in the context of a long term
project aiming at developing a decision support
system (DSS) for Operation Room Officers (OROs) in
the Canadian HALIFAX class frigate. Given the
characteristics of the activities taking place in the
Operation Room, Information Fusion (IF) and
Situation Analysis (SA) have been identified as the

main technological areas to be investigated in the
project.
Spatial Reasoning (SR) is omnipresent in the process
of Situation Analysis and almost all decisions of an
officer in assessing a situation are based on spatio-
temporal constraints and parameters. SR allows to
process geometric attributes (such as location,
direction, size, shape, etc.) of objects in the
environment, in order to extract and exploit their
spatial relations (topology, neighborhood, disposition,
orientation, etc.). These relations are key inputs to
perform many tasks such as way finding, resources
optimization, landmark identification, etc.
The OODA loop (Fig. 4) is widely used to abstract the
Command and Control (C2) decision process. In
particular, the first half of the loop (i.e., the Observe
and Orient portion) is considered to be the situation
analysis process leading to situation awareness, our
specific domain of interest. Considering the OODA
loop, one can spontaneously appreciate how much SR
is present in the various tasks involved. In section 3 of
this paper, we will focus on many OODA loop tasks
that require spatial reasoning.
Generally, in order to perform SR tasks, a
Geographical Information System (GIS) is required.
A GIS is able to answer various requests such as:
«where is Object X?» «Where are objects of type T?»
«What are objects in that localization?» etc. It can
also find the shortest way between two localizations,
display dynamic track positions on the screen on
quasi real time and perform spatial analysis to deduce
various characteristics of specific regions. Curiously,
for some much simpler and elementary questions, a
GIS is completely inefficient. The most powerful GIS
wouldn’t be able to answer a request such as: «how
many soldiers are there near the hill in the left over
there?». A GIS cannot understand this request and
cannot process it. It is too vague and too ambiguous.
However, any child who knows elementary calculus
would find no problem to answer spontaneously and
intuitively to this request. So, what happens to the so
powerful GISs? Why can’t they answer such a
rudimentary request? There are at least two reasons
[Ref. 1]:
a) The quantitative spatial model on which GISs
are based on is intrinsically defective: Most GISs
use either vector or raster models that are totally
metrical and quantitative since they are based
exclusively on connectivity relations. Therefore, when



there is no connectivity between objects in a scene,
these models are inadequate. Hence, a GIS cannot
answer the previous request because the terms «near»
and «over there» make reference to neighborhood
relations instead of connectivity relations.
b) The GIS user interface is inappropriate: The
user-machine interaction is based on precise and
unambiguous inputs. Therefore, the use of an
interface inspired by a human communication model,
that is basically qualitative, is not possible. The
previous request cannot be understood by a GIS
because it is simply formulated in a natural way, with
no regards to the precision and accuracy issues
required by quantitative models.

Both of these reasons result from the non-cognitive fit
between the GIS spatial model, that is purely
quantitative, and the officer’s spatial model, that is
purely qualitative. Hence, we think that
understanding the human perception of space and
considering the cognitive mechanisms involved in
human spatial reasoning provide useful insights to
adequately define and elaborate a qualitative spatial
model that could be used in future military GIS.
Starting from this idea, we have developed a
qualitative spatial model that is based on human
perception of space and we have implemented a
system called QSS (Qualitative Spatial System) that
manipulates spatial and temporal knowledge while
simulating the kind of behavior that people adopt
when reasoning about space [Ref. 2]. In section 4 of
this paper, we will show how and why our spatial
model is particularly well adapted to C2 processes
(i.e., the whole OODA loop) in general, and to
situation analysis in particular (i.e., the OO of the
OODA loop).
The theoretical assets of our spatial model are first
described next.

2. Characteristics of the Proposed
Model

Since we aim at elaborating a spatial cognitive model,
it seems appropriate to start with the study of the
literature related to imagery and human spatial
reasoning. As several researchers, such as [Ref. 3],
[Ref. 4] & [Ref. 5], we believe that human beings
mentally build an influence area (IA) around spatial
objects that they perceive in their environment. The
notion of influence area is an abstraction of the way
that objects influence people’s vision and perception
of scenes. It is proportional to the salience of objects
in the environment. As an illustration on how people
use influence areas when reasoning about space,
consider the following example. Let us suppose that
we want to compare the distance between two big
mountains, and that this distance is about 5km. We

would surely say that these mountains are close, given
that they are very big when compared to the distance
that separates them. Now, suppose that we want to
compare two houses separated by the same
quantitative distance (5km). We would say that these
houses are very far given that they are relatively small
when compared to the distance that separates them.
We can see that instead of dealing with the same
quantitative distance, our reasoning can be influenced
by the relative importance of objects and their
associated influence areas.
IAs allow people to contextually reason about space,
to evaluate metric measures, to give a quality to
positions and distances between objects, etc. Hence, a
spatial model that is based on this concept would be
able to take into account the neighborhood relation
(which is qualitative by nature) and then solve some
of the problems encountered by nowadays GISs (such
as those presented in the introduction of this paper).
Given an object O of any shape, an IA of O is a
portion of space surrounding O such that [Ref. 2]:
• the IA has two borders (an interior border and an

exterior border);
• the borders of the IA have the same shape as O’s

border; if from any point Oi located on O’s
border BO we draw a perpendicular line, this line
crosses the IA’s interior border at the point IAIBi
and the IA’s exterior border at point IAEBi such
that (∀ Oi ∈ BO)  (dist(Oi,IAIBi) = c1 and
dist(Oi,IAEBi) = c2 and c1>c2).

• The distance dist(IAIBi, IAEBi) is called the
width of the influence area.

Figure 1: Illustration of the IA of objects

It is widely known that Neighborhood (Topology),
Distance and Orientation are the main spatial rules
that should be defined when elaborating a spatial
model [Ref. 6]. These elements could be defined in an
intuitive and spontaneous way thanks to the concept
of the IA.

2.1. Formal definition of SR Relations
The qualitative definition of neighborhood can be
formulated as follows:

Object O2 is a neighbor of object O1 IFF

(O2 ∩∩ IA(O1)) ≠≠∅.∅.
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Figure 2: Neighborhood and influence area

This definition of neighborhood can only be used to
specify that two objects are close or not. It cannot
handle the subtle way that people qualify distances
between objects. Hence, we propose to construct
multiple influence areas around each object, where
each IA would represent a certain degree of
proximity, that is to say, a certain qualitative distance
to the object. For example, we can define 3 influence
areas that simulate the qualitative distances expressed
in natural language such as: very close (vc), close (c)
and relatively far (rf). Hence, the qualitative
definition of distance is now formulated as follows:

Object O2 is at a certain degree of proximity (dp)
of Object O1 IFF (O2  ∩∩ IAdp(O1)) ≠≠ ∅ , ∅ , where
IAdp(O1) denotes the influence area characterizing the
qualitative distance dp to Object O1.

Figure 3: Distance and influence area

In our model, we adopt Hernández' approach to
orientation [Ref. 7]. We decompose the plan
surrounding any spatial object O1 into a fixed number
of orientation areas denoted O1, OZ with respect to the
intrinsic orientation of the object. For example, the
front left of an object O would be denoted: OFront-Left.
Furthermore, we think that orientation and
neighborhood relations are related and should be
integrated in a unified definition. Hence, we propose
the following definition that takes into account both
orientation and neighborhood relations:

O2 is at a certain degree of proximity (dp) of O1
viewed from its orientation area OA IFF (O2  ∩∩
IAdp(O1, OA)) ≠≠ ∅, ∅, where IAdp(O1, OA)  is the

intersection of the portion of IAdp(O1) with the
orientation O1, OA

Several researchers have introduced concepts that are
similar to our notion of influence area. For example,
Hernández [Ref. 6] has proposed the concept of
«acceptance area», that is based on a model of
orientation that he has proposed. This model of
orientation consists in creating several areas of
intermediate orientations for each object and to name
them according to their degree of proximity or

distance with respect to this object. Hernández
considers thereafter, that an object X can be
"accepted" as close of an object Y in its orientation
area OR, if the position of X allows to reach directly
(in one transition) the orientation area RO of Y.
Freksa [Ref. 8] has proposed the model of «conceptual
neighborhood» based on Allen’s temporal intervals
[Ref. 9]. Freksa has made a spatial projection of
Allen’s temporal intervals and has considered that
two objects are "conceptual neighbors" if they belong
to contiguous spatial intervals.
Finally, Gahegan [Ref. 5] has proposed the concept of
«attractiveness area» that is conceptually very close to
our notion of influence area. Unfortunately, Gahegan
has only outlined this concept and has remarked,
furthermore, that its formalization would be complex
and would require a huge effort for studying and
understanding the human perception of space.
Our model goes beyond the previous approaches by
providing a formal and complete framework for
qualitatively representing neighborhood, distance and
orientation using the concept of influence area.

2.2. Defining Spatial Data Structure

Defining qualitative spatial rules is only a part of
elaborating a qualitative spatial model. In fact, based
on many research works [Ref. 10] & [Ref. 11], it
appears that it is mandatory to define data structures
that preserve an analogy with the mental structures
that are manipulated by human beings when
reasoning about space. The Cognitive Task Analysis
(CTA) performed recently at DCIEM [Ref. 20],
provide us with some interesting insights on how
OROs mentally visualize their environment in order
to assess a situation. The CTA has clearly showed
that OROs manipulate some kind of mental
representation to attain the state of situation
awareness. Moreover, it has showed that OROs
perform a kind of mental/cognitive analysis that is
mainly based on mental and cognitive structures such
as mental pictures, mental images and mental
schemas. These results are quite compatible with the
open literature. Many researchers have worked on
cognitive maps as a basis for representing
configurational knowledge. Several studies [Ref. 10],
[Ref. 13] & [Ref. 11] have showed that most people
use some kind of mental model of a region or a city
part in order to reason about a specific situation: they
mentally visualize and manipulate the salient
elements of this mental model. The notions of mental
model and mental image have also been proposed as
key representation schemes in cognitive psychology
[Ref. 14] and in linguistics [Ref. 15]. Rasmussen
[Ref. 16] has worked on mental models and has
argued that they have an important role in gaining the
situation awareness state and in making decisions.

We can reasonably hypothesize that OROs rely on
mental imagery when they attempt to understand the
tactical situation as well as when they organize their
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ideas before making a decision. A good situation
analysis relies on a good mental analysis using mental
processes and mental structures (mental
representations).

In order to simulate these cognitive representations in
our model, we use a data structure that we call a
Spatial Conceptual Map (SCM).  A SCM is based on
the notion of a mental map that is a mental
representation of a region, or a city part, that people
build in order to spatially reason about this region or
part of a city [Ref. 2]. People mentally visualize the
salient elements characterizing the portion of space
they want to reason about (and so do OROs). Usually
in the literature, the salient objects in mental maps
are known as landmarks, and the ways that link
between landmarks are known as medium/support
objects [Ref. 17]. So, we define a SCM as an
abstraction of a real map representing a portion of the
urban environment that contains representations of
landmark objects and medium objects. Medium
objects (we also call them ways) define areas where
people can move, such as streets, roads and highways,
or simply trajectories and virtual connections between
objects. Landmark objects, such as buildings and
monuments, are used to help people identify
noticeable elements of the urban environment along
the medium objects defining the route. In addition to
landmark and medium objects, a SCM contains also
the influence areas of these objects.
We use a SCM in a similar way as a human being
uses a mental map in order to carry out qualitative
spatial reasoning. Landmark objects and medium
objects are positioned in the SCM in a way that
respects the layout of the corresponding geographical
map: the relative positions of objects are preserved,
but distances may not be completely accurate. This is
cognitively sound since human beings are better at
reasoning qualitatively on spatial information.
Moreover, in order to logically define each portion of
the SCM and to relatively localize it on the map with
respect to its neighbors' objects (i.e., its quantitative
localization), we propose to partition the SCM into
Way Elementary Areas (WEAs). Given that in a SCM
there are only landmarks and ways, we propose to
distinguish between four categories of portions of
WEAs:
• (c1): corresponds to WEAs that are marked by at

least one landmark object;
• (c2): corresponds to WEAs that are a crossing of

ways;
• (c3): corresponds to WEAs that are an

intersection between the crossing of a way and
influence areas of one or several landmark
objects;

• (c4): corresponds to WEAs that are a straight
unremarkable segment (there are no landmarks,
nor intersection of ways in the neighborhood).

With these partitions, we can reason on the map
objects and spatial relations without systematically

using spatial references and metric computations.
That means that we can qualitatively reason about the
objects on the map to perform various kinds of spatial
reasoning such as route finding, object localization,
proximity analysis, etc. For instance, instead of saying
«Object O1 is localized at (221, 35)1», we would say
«Object O1 is near of Object O2 in the front of Object
O3 ». This way of expressing localization is very close
to human spatial reasoning and more appropriate to
enhance a communication interface between a GIS
and a user.
We have already implemented a prototype of our
model for two applications: route finding and route
descriptions. For both of these applications, the
results obtained are very satisfactory, not only in term
of computational efficiency, but specially in term of
cognitive fit. We have performed a formal cognitive
experiment involving 20 human subjects [Ref. 18].
The main goal of this experiment was to know if
routes, and the corresponding natural language
descriptions, generated by GRAAD (that is the name
of the system we implemented using our spatial
model) could be distinguished from the routes and
descriptions generated by human subjects in similar
experimental situations. To this end, we have used
GRAAD to generate a route, and its natural language
description, between two specific localizations. We
then asked each subject to generate a route between
the same localizations, and its natural language
description. We then put together the human and the
artificial routes and descriptions, and asked each
human subject to analyze them to tell us if he/she
could distinguish specific ones for any reason
(automation, redundancy, style, structure, etc.). Only
three persons were able to distinguish the descriptions
generated by GRAAD, while many human
descriptions were qualified as "automatically
generated". The result of this experience is positive as
it confirms the cognitive plausibility of our approach.
For a detailed review of these applications and the
cognitive experiment, see [Ref. 2] and [Ref. 18].

3. Using QSS for Situation Analysis
Situation Analysis (SA) can be defined as a process,
i.e., the examination of a situation, its elements and
their relations, that leads a person or a group of
persons to a state of situation awareness (SAW).
Situation analysis allows a person (or a team) to
mentally understand a specific situation, and to be
aware of its potential consequences. In the Military
context, which is our focus in this paper, SA is
applied to Command and Control (C2) to allow
officers to assess a tactical situation, to comprehend
its current state, its possible evolution and finally, to
be aware of threats and menaces. C2 is the process by
which commanders can plan, direct, control and
monitor any operation for which they are responsible
[Ref. 21]. C2 requires that the commander is aware of

                                               
1 These are the longitude and latitude of O1 that are
generally use in GISs to localize an object



the tactical situation in order to make a timely
decision about the best course of action to be
implemented.
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Figure 4: The OODA Loop

In a naval context afloat, most tactical decisions taken
within the ship’s operations room are made after
completing a number of perceptual, procedural and
cognitive activities linked to the C2 process. The C2
process is indeed a suite of cyclic activities that
mainly involves the perception of the environment
and an assessment of the tactical situation, from
which the decision making about a course of action,
and the implementation of the chosen plan, will be
based. Characteristics of this suite of activities are
described in [Ref 21], and were captured through the
Observe-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA) loop illustrated
in figure 4. As we can see in this figure, situation
analysis is defined as the first half of the OODA loop,
while the second half corresponds to the decision
making process.
Many aspects in the situation analysis process require
spatial data and spatial reasoning functions. So far, in
most C2 information systems, only quantitative GIS
have been used to perform these functions. However,
regarding GIS drawbacks that were identified earlier,
and due to the high cognitive connotation of SA,
many of these functions that are purely qualitative in
their nature are quantitatively simulated to cope with
GIS limitations.
We believe that spatial functions that are required for
SA fall into two categories: quantitative functions and
qualitative functions. The following list presents some
of these functions. It categorizes them according to
their qualitative or quantitative nature and gives a
justification of such a categorization:
• Localization: Localizing a feature in space could

be performed either qualitatively or
quantitatively. An officer could need the exact
spatial reference or he/she could only need a

simple approximation that fits with his/her
mental assessment.

• Disposition / Dispersion: Deducing the
disposition or the dispersion of dynamic objects
in space is a rather qualitative process since it
usually follows a fuzzy distribution (for example
: deployment patterns, temporal development and
evolution).

• Proximity: Proximity is an ambiguous relation
by nature (for example: adjacent units, close
obstacles) and it depends on the context.
Qualitative spatial reasoning is required to deal
with the proximity relation.

• Closest Point of Approach (CPA): The CPA
usually needs to be as accurate as possible. A
quantitative model is necessary.

• Fuzzy Spatial Templating: The fuzzy nature
of the formation/clusters identification process
implies the need of a qualitative model.

• Restricted Areas - Priority Zones - Quick
Reaction Zones: If we need accurate areas
delimitation, then it is necessary to use a
quantitative model. But, if we need to extend the
accurate areas to secondary areas, based on the
officer's mental assessment, we shall use a
qualitative model.

• Mobility - Maneuverability - Way Finding:
these functions depend on many terrain features
and relations such as obstacles, mobility
mediums, objects connectivity, etc. These
relations are obtained by performing a terrain
analysis process that is, in many extents, a pure
cognitive process performed by officers. So, we
think that a spatial model is preferable to identify
the mobility, maneuverability, and trafficability
degree. We could also use a quantitative model if
full accuracy is of a major importance.

• Time-Distance: Since the relation between
target's speed and distance can be obtained by a
simple mathematical formula, a quantitative
model is satisfactory here.

• Travel Direction: Could be obtained both
qualitatively and quantitatively

• Terrain Analysis: This process is highly
cognitive as commanders discriminate important
features from less relevant features and
contextualize the interpretation of the observed
behavior. A qualitative spatial model is
recommended. Section 4.2 presents more details
on this issue.

3.1. Terrain Assessment and Situation
Awareness

In a military command and control context, one of the
key tasks of the commander is to develop a good
understanding of the terrain in order to determine
enemy intentions and develop the plan. This process
involves the identification of the key elements of the
terrain, such as key dominating features, hides,
approaches, obstacles and crossing sites. This analysis



allows determining objectives and tactical areas. The
process is highly cognitive, as commanders are able to
discriminate important features from less relevant
features. For instance, a mountain has a tactical value
if it is in the neighborhood and has a view on a key
road or a valley. Orientation is also important, e.g.,
when taking into account the position of the enemy
troops and the position of the sun to evaluate the
value of a terrain feature for camouflage. As the
terrain objects to be manipulated and their inter-
relationships have a low level of granularity, the
qualitative spatial model would facilitate automated
or semi-automated terrain assessment.

3.2. Urban Operations
In the future, military forces will conduct more and
more operations in urban environments, these
operations being war fighting, peace keeping and
humanitarian assistance. In order to support such
forces in these environments, command and control
systems should provide a 3D representation of the
urban environment, virtual reality rehearsal tools and
decision-making tools. The tools provided would
allow to examine the current situation, including the
deployment of friendly, enemy and neutral troops,
access roads, significant buildings, potential threats
(e.g., sniper positions, location of explosive and toxic
material) and to determine the best routes from a
point to another.
Our qualitative spatial model would be very much
appropriate as it can reduce the complexity of objects
to manipulate, exploit their topological relationships
and simplify the spatial analysis.

4. Other Military applications

4.1. Military Search and rescue
A typical example of using spatial reasoning is that of
the delimitation of the search area of a missing object
(a plane for example). Generally, the controller uses a
map to manually delimit the extent of the search area
according to predefined rules. He/She studies
thereafter the topology of the terrain and the nature of
the spatial objects it contains in order to possibly
extend the search area to include other landmarks
such as highways, ocean coasts or some lakes near the
initial search area. In order to find the craft2 in
distress, the controller makes some hypotheses and
tries to validate them by confronting them with
information received from various sources (the rescue
team conducting the search in the field, information
from the pilot's relatives, information from the control
tower, from weather agencies, etc.)  and spatial
constraints that he/she observes on the map.
A preliminary study has demonstrated the
applicability of our spatial model in the search and
rescue context [Ref. 19]. It has confirmed the
relevance of this model for many reasons, namely:

                                               
2 It could be a craft or any other military resource that is
reported in distress.

-1- It intrinsically handles and manages influence
areas that can be used to generate the primitive
and secondary search areas;

-2-  It is based on a spatial qualitative reasoning that
takes into account the salience of objects relative
to the environment ;

-3- It handles ambiguity and inaccuracy to extract
and manage the last known position of the craft
in distress, especially when this position is
reported by a human witness that has seen the
craft in a given region but has no idea of its exact
localization.

4.2. Management of Environmental
Disasters

Finally, the qualitative spatial model could be applied
to the management of environmental disasters. In this
case, the objects of interest would be the areas to be
circumscribed divided in sectors (e.g., forest fire area,
flooded zone, people to evacuate), resources (e.g.,
hospitals, fire stations, material) modeled as
landmark objects, and the access roads modeled as of
way elementary areas. The qualitative spatial model
would allow roughly determining the evacuation
roads, supply routes and medical evacuation roads.

5. Preamble of a computational
architecture

In this section, we will just outline some architectural
issues that we are currently investigating in order to
eventually integrate QSS in the whole Command and
Control Information System (CCIS)3.
In the CCIS, many sub systems call spatial reasoning
functions to achieve intermediate tasks (e.g., compute
distance, identify features, visualize a result, view a
map, etc.). Usually we use a GIS component, such as
ArcView or MapObject, to perform these functions.
So, as shown in figure 5, there is a clear redundancy
and a waste of hard and soft resources.

CCIS Sub system 1

 GIS Component

USER

Environment

 GIS Component

 GIS Component

 GIS Component

CCIS Sub system 2

CCIS Sub system …

CCIS Sub system  n

Figure 5: Current configuration of CCIS's GIS

This is why we rather propose the architecture
illustrated in figure 6 where we have a centralized

                                               
3 Due to space limitation, this description of our work is
extremely reduced.



spatial reasoning server that communicates with all
CCIS subsystems and provides them with the
requested information. This architecture (figure 6)
has a lot of advantages when compared to the former
(figure 5):
• a better coordination between CCIS subsystems ;
• reduction of software licenses for GIS

components and for geographical data bases;
• reduction of hardware resources (especially

storage) ;
• increasing modularity and interoperability.

 CCIS 
Sub System 
1 

CCIS 
Sub System 
2 

 CCIS 
Sub System 
n 

Spati
al Data 

Base 
QSS Request 
Server 

…..
. 

Environment 

USER 

Figure 6: Target configuration of CCIS's GIS

The question now is how to build a GIS agent that
could be integrated to these architectures? In figure 7,
we give a preliminary answer. In fact, we think that
the target GIS shall have at least three components:
• A first component that performs classical

quantitative calculus (node connections, exact
localizations, etc.). We propose to use a
commercial GIS COTS such as MapObject to
develop this component ;

• A second component that represents the core of
our model (Qualitative Rules). It transforms the
real spatial database into a symbolic
representation with respect to the SCM
theoretical framework. Then, it applies the
qualitative rules of our models to rebuild the
topology, orientation and distances ;

• A third component that takes in charge the user/
machine  interaction and map
displaying/updating using the symbolic
representation provided by the Qualitative Rules
Agent. This component also interfaces and
communicates with external agents such as way
finding and search & rescue to qualitatively
resolve spatial requests.

 QSS Symbolic
Representation

Display &
Interaction Agent

Qualitative  Rules
Agent

COTS GIS
Agent

Military
Spatial

DB

S&R
Agent

WayFinding
Agent

Other
CCISAgents

Agent To Agent
Interaction

Agent To Agent Interaction

Agent To Agent
Interaction

Figure 7: Preamble of QSS architecture

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a qualitative spatial model
that is suitable for information fusion and situation
analysis processes. It is based on human spatial
reasoning and simulates cognitive processes and
structures that are used by human being when
reasoning about space. The proposed model is
formally defined (formal definitions of topology,
distance and orientation) and has been implemented
in some prototypes to ensure its computational
feasibility. Furthermore, this model is cognitively
plausible since, based on a cognitive experiment that
we performed involving human subjects, the results it
provides are similar and indistinguishable from
human results.
In the specific domain of situation analysis, we have
demonstrated that many qualitative spatial functions
are required, so the use of our model seems to be a
good alternative. We proposed a new architecture that
could be of benefit not only for an eventual situation
analysis support system, but also for all C2
information systems.
As we are just at the beginning of our investigation in
this research domain, many aspects that we
introduced in this paper are only in fetus state and
will be improved as the project goes on.
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